NEW HAMPSHIRE
STATE BUILDING CODE REVIEW BOARD
Office: 110 Smokey Bear Blvd, Concord, NH 03301
Mailing: 33 Hazen Drive, Concord, NH 03305
(603) 223-4315 Email: Bldgcodebrd@dos.nh.gov

Philip Sherman
Chair
Designee of the
Commissioner of
Safety

AGENDA
Regular Meeting
Friday, March 11, 2022
10:00am – 12:00pm

MEMBERS
Arthur Guadano
Board of Architects

Second floor, Conference Room
33 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03301

Jeffrey Trexler, PE
Board of Engineers

Beverly Kowalik, PE
Board of Engineers

Lee F. Carroll, PE
Board of Engineers

Med Kopczynski
NH Municipal Association

CALL to ORDER
1. Roll call and declaration of quorum

Michael Hagan, CFM
NH Building Officials
Association

2. Acceptance of minutes of February 11 meeting
Mark Tetreault, Chief
NH Assoc. of Fire Chiefs

Peter Lennon, Fire Marshal,
Manchester
NH Assoc. of Fire Chiefs

OLD BUSINESS
3. 2021 Code adoption schedule

Arthur Rose
Associated General Contractors

Vice-Chair
John Tuttle
NH Home Builders Assoc.

4. Committee reports
5. Cost analysis

Kenneth Walsh
NH Public Utilities Commission

Tedd Evans
Mechanical Licensing Board

Roger Maynard
P•FGF•HVAC of NH

LEGISLATION (https://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/bill_Status/quickSearch.aspx)
6. HB1681

James Grant
Bureau of Electrical Safety and
Licensing

7. SB398

Mariellen MacKay
Governor’s Commission on
Disability

8. SB443

William Fraser
NH Electrical Contractors
Business Assoc.

9. HB1312

10. HB1014
11. HB1033
12. HB1068
NEW BUSINESS
13. Approach to reference codes and appendices (see attachment)
OTHER BUSINESS

NEXT MEETING – April 8, 2022
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Draft – MINUTES
These minutes are DRAFT minutes and are posted to comply with RSA 91-A: 2 The Board has not voted
to accept them. Changes may/may not be made prior to their adoption at the next Board meeting.

NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE BUILDING CODE REVIEW BOARD
In-person regular meeting February 11, 2022
Members Present:
Philip Sherman, P.E., Chair
Roger Maynard, P•FGF•HVAC of NH
Michael Hagan, CFM, NH Building Officials Association
Tedd Evans, Mechanical Licensing Board
Lee F. Carroll, PE, NH Board of Engineers (Electrical Engineer)
Med Kopczynski, NH Municipal Association
John Tuttle, Vice-Chair, NH Home Builders Association
Mariellen MacKay, Governor’s Commission on Disability – Via conference phone
Dean Sotirakopoulos (James Grant alternate), representing the Electricians board
Arthur Rose, Associated General Contractors of NH, Inc.
Jeffrey Trexler, Board of Engineers (Structural Engineer)
Michael Soucy, NH Public Utilities Commission
Absent:
Mark Tetreault, Fire Chief, NH Association of Fire Chiefs
James Grant, Electricians Board
Art Guadano, Board of Architects
Peter Lennon, Fire Marshal - Manchester, NH Association of Fire Chiefs
William Fraser, NH Electrical Contractors Business Association
Beverly Kowalik, P.E. Mechanical Engineer
Robert Wentworth (Michael Hagan Alternate), NH Building Officials Association
Also Present:
Erica Webb, Administrative Supervisor NH State Fire Marshal’s Office
Michael Grandy, Assistant Attorney General
Guests:
Jerry Tepe
Chris Skoglund
Griffin Roberge
William McKinney
Joe LeSage
The meeting, held in-person, was called to order at 10:05am by Chair Sherman. Chair Philip
Sherman proceeded with roll call. A quorum was declared.
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Motion to accept the meeting minutes from January 14, 2021: Med Kopczynski
Seconded: Lee Carroll
Jeff Trexler abstained.
No one opposed, Motion Carried
OLD BUSINESS
BCRs 200: Chair Sherman asked for volunteers to go through the BCR 100 and 200 to take a look
at the appeals process as it is put forth in the BCR 200s and determine if there are any changes
that have been made to the process that the BCRB needs to take a more in depth look at.
Michael Hagan and Dean Sotirakopoulos volunteered to do so during the summer months after
the 2021 code work has been completed. Hagan and Sotirakopoulos will provide a review at the
September BCRB meeting.
Website: No new updates. DoIT is still saying March before the BCRB website can be updated.
Updated forms, “How to Submit an Amendment” document and a revised welcome statement
has been sent to the Fire Marshal to be used on the new website.
2021 Code Updates: Terminology: The board needs to use the term “committee” not
“subcommittee” as it is a Board and statutorily permitted to create “committees” and
“subcommittee” is an inaccurate term.
Board Alternates: Chair Sherman extended an open invitation to any sitting alternate who
would like to join a 2021 Code Committee if they had not already done so. While Hagan’s
alternate, Bob Wentworth was not at the Board meeting Hagan said he would relay the
information and invitation.
Adoption Schedule: The Board of Fire Control will not begin looking at the 2021 Fire Codes until
April. Chair Sherman anticipated that ultimately, the board would be looking at the two year
code cycle, rather than the one year cycle which may give the 2021 code committees more time
to look at costs than initially anticipated. Because the determination for which length of cycle
has yet to be made the Chairman asked the committees to continue working at the rate
necessary to accommodate the one year cycle. Chairman Sherman asked the board members
who represent organizations to reach out and discuss which code cycle they would prefer and
why and have the organization submit a letter to the Chair in about a month. This would allow
the chair to go to the legislature and make a recommendation whether or not a one year or two
year cycle would be better for those groups, such as the engineers and architects, until the
state can get a more stable three year code cycle in place.
Committee Reports: IMC/IPC/ISPSC – Evans; Have had three meetings and there are not a lot of
large changes so he was hopefully to wrap up the significant changes portion and move on the
cross reference of the plumbing and mechanical sections of the IRC as well as reviewing the
amendments from the 2018 code. Other committees were holding their first in person meeting
today, February 11, due to snow last Friday so there was nothing to report at the moment from
them. Trexler inquired whether or not there had been an established format for the reports
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and Chair Sherman advised that it had come up and the he would work with the committee
chairs to do this.
Cost Analysis: The RSA designates that the BCRB should look at the cost associated with the
new code adoptions. The ICC considers cost similarly to the way the BCRB does in simply
determining whether a new code will increase, decrease, or neutrally effect the cost of
compliance. Chair Sherman pointed out that other states, including Florida and Rhode Island,
have gone above and beyond in determining cost impacts, however; those studies cost the
state quite a lot of money. The Chair recommended once the legislative committee is
established that the BCRB will need to work with them to determine what is reasonable to
expect from the BCRB members, who are volunteers, and to really define “cost,” because there
is the long term cost, societal cost, upfront cost etc. and there could be more clarification as to
the purpose of the BCRB code assessments. The Chair requested members to forward any
information developed by outside agencies, and whether they require a state to keep code
editions up to date. The goal is to begin to clarify and determine the value of the changes not
simply the dollar amount and to do that the BCRB need to have a better understanding and
definition of “cost.” Arthur Rose suggested that the best the board can hope to do is determine
whether or not the cost of the adoption of the code change is significant or not and if pressed
put forth a percentage estimation.
Legislation:
HB 1681 - Related to the adoption of the 2018 codes and the ratifying of the accompanying
amendments. This bill is in committee and introduces the idea of a 6 month grace period in the
instance when a project is already in progress during the adoption of the new codes the builder
has the choice, during those 6 months, to use either the old code or the newly adopted code.
The language does not match with SB 398, but that correction is in the works.
SB 398 – Related to the elimination of the Joint Fire Code Committee. In the past, the Fire
Marshal has not been able to meet quorum in order to hold a meeting for this committee in the
last 5 years. This bill also introduces a legislative committee of representative, senators, and
legislators who sit throughout the year. As far as the Chair is aware the bill should pass and due
to go to the final legislation next Wednesday.
SB 443 – Related to the involvement in the BCRB in reviewing municipalities amendments. Up
to this point numerous professional trade associations and groups as well municipalities and
state organizations have come together to all compromise of the specificities of the bill. Chair
Sherman asked to BCRB to look over the wording and discuss whether or not there was
anything people thought should be addressed before this bill goes before the legislature, which
it is expected to pass. The board discussed at great length both the definitions and the possible
implementation of the bill. Trexler put forth the suggestion of proposing an advisory option
which would allow the municipalities to seek the input of the BCRB before officially filing the
amendment for review. Kopczynski did not anticipate that the NH Municipalities Association
would have an issue with the introduction of an advisory element into the bill and would work
with the Chairman on adding the advisory option. Michael Grandy, from the Attorney General’s
office advised that the BCRB would be susceptible to appeals by the towns who wish to
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disagree with the decision of the BCRB concerning the towns proposed amendments. It is not
yet clear what that process would look like. The Chairman suggested that there needs to be an
extended effective date in order for the BCRs to be updated to accommodate the new
responsibilities the BCRB.
HB 1312 – Relative to the DES rules not being more restrictive than the International Plumbing
Code rules, as adopted by the state building code. The Chairman discussed the issues with
state agencies amending the building code without referring to the NH State Building Code.
The Chairman discussed the need for the state agencies to get their regulations in sync with
one another. Chair’s input on this bill stated that we should be given time to work with other
agencies to sort things out.
HB 1014 – Relative to option to use remote meetings. The Chairman submitted his support for
the bill.
HB 1033 – Relative to Lobbying. William Mckinney reported to the board that this bill is
potentially problematic for professionals involved in the legislative process as it regulates the
time and money on which individuals would be considered “lobbyists,” according to an opinion
issued by the NH Attorney General’s Office, possibly in September 2021. Michael Grandy will
look into this bill and try to verify the implications for board members.
HB 1068 – William Mckinney brought this to the attention of the board as it relates to Tiny
Homes, which has been a challenge to determine jurisdiction between the building code or the
zoning, or how they are determined to be tiny homes compared to mobile homes or campers.
General legislative approach - The chairman asked the board what their thoughts were on his
role as far as representing the BCRB at legislative hearings due to the short notice of the
scheduling of those hearings. The board expressed their understanding that the Chairman has
an idea regarding the position of the board on various topics and they hoped the Chairman
would continue to represent them at any legislative hearings he was able to attend.
Meeting was adjourned at 11:54am.
Next meeting is scheduled for March 11, 2022
MEETING ADJOURNED

Senate Executive Departments and Administration
February 23, 2022
2022-0819s
05/10

Amendment to SB 443-FN
1

Amend the bill by replacing all after the enacting clause with the following:

2
3
4

1 New Hampshire Building Code; Local Amendments; Application. Amend RSA 155-A:3, I to
read as follows:

5

I. The municipality may adopt local amendments to the state building code [which do not

6

prohibit minimum implementation and enforcement of the state building code] pursuant to RSA

7

674:51. The issuance of permits and the collection of fees pursuant RSA 155-A:2, III and

8

issuance of permits and certificates of occupancy pursuant to RSA 155-A:2, IV shall not be

9

considered amendments to the building code and shall not be subject to RSA 674:51, II.

10
11
12

2 Enforcement Authority; Building Code Violation; Fee to Appeal Decision of Local Enforcement
Agency Prohibited. Amend RSA 155-A:7, IV to read as follows:
IV.

All local enforcement agencies and selectmen and the state fire marshal in those

13

communities without a local enforcement agency shall provide information on the local and state

14

appeals process when issuing a building permit or notice of violation. No fee shall be required to

15

appeal a notice of violation or other decision of a code official.

16
17

3 State Building Code Review Board; List of Municipal Amendments to Building Code and Fire
Code. Amend RSA 155-A:10, IV to read as follows:

18

IV. The board shall meet to review and assess the application of the state building code and

19

shall recommend legislation, as the board deems necessary, to amend the requirements of the state

20

building code in order to provide consistency with the application of other laws, rules, or regulations,

21

to avoid undue economic impacts on the public by considering the cost of such amendments, and to

22

promote public safety and best practices.

23

(a) The board [may recommend adoption of] shall review a newer version of a code that

24

has been published for [at least] 2 years, and shall provide a summary of all significant changes, cost

25

estimates of these changes, and documentation of the need for the change in [the] any recommended

26

legislation.

27

(b) Statewide amendments to the [codes] state building code shall be reviewed and

28

approved by the board, then submitted annually to the legislature for ratification by the adoption of

29

appropriate legislation before they become effective.

30

(c) Municipal amendments: municipalities shall submit proposed amendments

31

to the state building code to the board for review and confirmation prior to adoption.

32

Municipalities may submit proposed language to the board for an advisory opinion at any

Amendment to SB 443-FN
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time. Cities shall submit the final proposed building code amendment no later than 90

2

days before final adoption.

3

amendment no later than 10 days after the conclusion of the final public hearing.

4

Municipal submissions shall include the final text for each amendment. The board shall

5

act to review and confirm proposed municipal amendments within 90 days of submission

6

for cities, and 45 days for towns. Failure of the board to act within these timeframes shall

7

constitute a confirmation of the municipal amendment.

8

limited to a confirmation that the local amendment does not establish requirements

9

conflicting with, or less stringent than, the requirements of the state building code, and to

10

Towns shall submit the final proposed building code

The board’s review shall be

verify with the state fire marshal that there is no conflict with the fire code.

11

(d) Once an amendment is approved by the legislative body, the municipality

12

shall submit documentation to the building code review board within 30 days, pursuant to

13

subparagraph (c), that the public hearing was properly noticed and held, and that the

14

provision was adopted by the local legislative body.

15

(e) The board may hear appeals of final decisions of any local building code board of

16

appeals established under RSA 674, provided that the appeal shall be based on a claim that the

17

intent of the code or the rules legally adopted thereunder have been incorrectly interpreted, the

18

provisions of the code do not fully apply, or there is an alternative construction. The board shall not

19

have authority to waive or grant variances to requirements of the code.

20
21
22
23

[(d)] (f) Amendments adopted by municipalities and confirmed by the board shall be
published by the board after notification of adoption is received from the municipality.
4 Power to Amend State Building Code and Establish Enforcement Procedures. Amend RSA
674:51, II to read as follows:

24

II. Any such ordinance enacted or adopted under paragraph I by a local legislative body

25

[shall be submitted to the state building code review board for informational purposes] shall not be

26

enforced unless confirmed by the building code review board pursuant to RSA 155-A:10,

27

IV(c).

28

hearing, and vote of approval shall be submitted to the board within 30 days of enactment

29

or adoption.

30

The procedural history of local adoption relating to published notice, public

5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January 1, 2023.
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AMENDED ANALYSIS
This bill provides that the building code review board shall review proposed municipal
amendments to the state building code to confirm that the proposed amendments do not conflict
with, and are no less stringent than, the state building code. The bill also clarifies that fee schedules
are not considered amendments to the code and that no fee shall be required to appeal a notice of
code violation.
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Sec
IEBC 102.4.3
IECC C108.4.1, R107.4.1
IMC 102.8.3
IPC 102.8.3
IRC 102.4.3
ISPSC 102.7.2
IBC 101.4.1
IEBC 102.4.4
IECC C108.4.2, R107.4.2
IMC 102.8.4
IPC 102.8.4
IRC 102.4.4
ISPSC 102.7.3
IBC 101.4.2
IEBC 102.4.5
IECC C108.4.3, R107.4.3
IPC 102.8.5
IRC 102.4.5
ISPSC 102.7.4
IBC 101.4.3.1
IEBC 102.4.6
IECC C108.4.4, R107.4.4
IMC 102.8.5
IRC 102.4.6
ISPSC 102.7.5
IBC 101.4.3.2
IEBC 102.4.7
IECC C108.4.5, R107.4.5
IPC 102.8.6
IRC 102.4.7
IBC 101.4.4
IEBC 102.4.8
IECCC 108.4.6, R107.4.6
IRC 102.4.8
IBC 101.4.5
IEBC 102.4.9
IECC C108.4.7, R107.4.7
IMC 102.8.6
IPC 102.8.7
IRC 102.4.9
ISPSC 102.7.6

IBC 101.4.6
IEBC 102.4.10
IMC 102.8.7
IPC 102.8.8
IRC 102.4.10

IBC

IEBC

Building. Reference in this code to the International Building Code are deemed references to the New
Hampshire Building Code, RSA 155-A:1,IV

IECC

IMC

IPC

IRC

SPSC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Gas. The provisions of the International Fuel Gas Code shall apply to the installation of gas piping from the
point of delivery, gas appliances and related accessories as covered in this code. These requirements apply to
gas piping systems extending from the point of delivery to the inlet connections of appliances and the
installation and operation of residential and commercial gas appliances and related accessories. The
International Fuel Gas Code is not adopted by RSA 155-A:1,IV. Fuel gas systems shall comply with the New
Hampshire Fire Code, pursuant to RSA 153:1, as amended in Saf-FMO 300. Fuel gas provisions are enforced by
the building code official and the fire code official.
Mechanical. The provisions of the International Mechanical Code ,as amended, shall apply to the
installation, alterations, repairs and replacement of mechanical systems, including equipment, appliances,
fixtures, fittings and appurtenances, including ventilating, heating, cooling, air-conditioning and refrigeration
systems, incinerators and other energy-related systems.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Plumbing. The provisions of the International Plumbing Code, as amended, shall apply to the installation,
alteration, repair and replacement of plumbing systems, including equipment, appliances, fixtures, fittings and
appurtenances, and where connected to a water or sewage system and all aspects of a medical gas system. The
provisions of the International Private Sewage Disposal Code shall apply to private sewage disposal systems.

X

X

X

Private Sewage Disposal Systems. The International Privage Sewage Disposal System Code is not adopted by
RSA 155-A:1,IV. The provisions of RSA 485-A shall apply to private sewage disposal systems. These provisions
are enforced by the Department of Environmental Services.

X

X

X

Property maintenance. The provisions of the International Property Maintenance Code shall apply to existing
structures and premises; equipment and facilities; light, ventilation, space heating, sanitation, life and fire
safety hazards; responsibilities of owners, operators and occupants; and occupancy of existing premises and
structures. The International Property Maintenance Code is not adopted by RSA 155-A:1,IV.
Fire prevention. The provisions of the International Fire Code shall apply to matters affecting or relating to
structures, processes and premises from the hazard of fire and explosion arising from the storage, handling or
use of structures, materials or devices; from conditions hazardous to life, property or public welfare in the
occupancy of structures or premises; and from the construction, extension, repair, alteration or removal of fire
suppression, automatic sprinkler systems and alarm systems or fire hazards in the structure or on the premises
from occupancy or operation. The International Fire Code is not adopted by RSA 155-A:1,IV. References in this
code to the International Fire Code are deemed references to the New Hampshire Fire Code, pursuant to RSA
153:1 as amended in Saf-FMO 300. These provisions are enforced by the building code official and by the fire
code official.
Energy. The provisions of the 2021 International Energy Conservation Code, as amended, shall apply to all
matters governing the design and construction of buildings for energy efficiency, except that references to the
2006 International Energy Conservation Code are deemed references to the 2006 International Energy
Conservation Code, as amended during the period this code was applicable in New Hampshire.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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ISPSC 102.7.7
IBC 101.4.7
IPC 102.8.9
IBC 101.4.8
IEBC 102.4.11
IECC C108.4.8, R107.4.8
IMC 102.8.8
IPC 102.8.10
ISPSC 102.7.8
IBC 101.4.9
IEBC 102.4.12
IECC C108.4.9, R107.4.9
IMC 102.8.9
IPC 102.8.10
IRC 102.4.11
ISPSC 102.7.9
IBC 101.4.10
IEBC 102.4.13
IECC C108.4.10, R107.4.10
IMC 102.8.10
IPC 102.8.11
IRC 102.4.12
ISPSC 102.7.10
IBC 101.2.2
IEBC 101.6.1
IECC C101.6, R101.6
IMC 101.2.2
IPC 101.5
IRC 102.5.1

Existing buildings. The provisions of the International Existing Building Code, as amended, shall apply to matters
governing the repair, alteration, change of occupancy, addition to and relocation of existing buildings.
Residential Code. References to the International Residential Code in this code are deemed references to the
references to the New Hampshire Building Code, RSA 155-A:1,IV

X
X

X

X

X

X

NFPA Standards except NFPA 70. References to NFPA standards in this code, except for NFPA 70, shall be
deemed references to the edition cited in the New Hampshire Fire Code pursuant to RSA 153:1, as amended in
Saf FMO-300. NFPA standards referenced by this code are enforced by the building code official and the fire
code official.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NFPA 70. References to NFPA 70, National Electrical Code, in this code are deemed references to the New
Hampshire Building Code, RSA 155-A:1,IV

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C,D,F,G,I,0

A,C

CB,CC
RB,RC

None

B,C,
D,E

AB-AK
AM-AU
AW

None

Appendices: The following appendices are hereby adopted: Committees: these are for your consideration, IPC
committee has approved four appendices.

X
X

